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Introduction to PBCoreIntroduction to PBCore
and Metadataand Metadata

The PBCore Project at theThe PBCore Project at the
Carl and Ruth Shapiro Family National CenterCarl and Ruth Shapiro Family National Center

for Accessible Media at WGBH (NCAM)for Accessible Media at WGBH (NCAM)
http:www.pbcore.orghttp:www.pbcore.org

http://ncam.wgbh.org/pbcorehttp://ncam.wgbh.org/pbcore
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What to expectWhat to expect
from this presentationfrom this presentation

•• In this session you will learn...In this session you will learn...
–– what metadata is and why it matters;what metadata is and why it matters;
–– what PBCore is and why you should considerwhat PBCore is and why you should consider

using it;using it;
–– how PBCore is structured;how PBCore is structured;
–– what PBCore looks like in actual use;what PBCore looks like in actual use;
–– where to go for more information aboutwhere to go for more information about

PBCore.PBCore.
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What is PBCore?What is PBCore?

•• ...a metadata ...a metadata dictionarydictionary, used to describe many, used to describe many
different types of media items;different types of media items;

•• ...useful for ...useful for locating, sharing and exchanginglocating, sharing and exchanging
media items;media items;

•• ...available for ...available for freefree to anyone, not just public to anyone, not just public
broadcasters.broadcasters.

4

Who created PBCore?Who created PBCore?

•• Unprecedented collaboration between publicUnprecedented collaboration between public
television and radio united a working group of 30television and radio united a working group of 30
representatives of local and national organizations,representatives of local and national organizations,
from a wide cross-section of disciplines and roles.from a wide cross-section of disciplines and roles.

•• Advisors included academic and metadata experts.Advisors included academic and metadata experts.
•• Before its launch, PBCore had wide industry reviewBefore its launch, PBCore had wide industry review

and key test implementations.and key test implementations.
•• WGBH administered the project.WGBH administered the project.
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What is the PBCoreWhat is the PBCore
project at NCAM?project at NCAM?

•• Project objectives:Project objectives:
–– Define, promote and advocate for the use ofDefine, promote and advocate for the use of

PBCorePBCore
–– Ensure PBCore becomes well known to the publicEnsure PBCore becomes well known to the public

broadcasting systembroadcasting system
–– Educate content producers, distributors andEducate content producers, distributors and

vendors about PBCorevendors about PBCore
•• Project timeline:  3/2005-4/2007Project timeline:  3/2005-4/2007

6

What is the PBCoreWhat is the PBCore
project at NCAM?project at NCAM?

•• The project is currently...The project is currently...
–– assessing the public broadcasting systemassessing the public broadcasting system’’s trainings training

needs;needs;
–– developing effective training materials anddeveloping effective training materials and

creating software tools to support the use ofcreating software tools to support the use of
PBCore;PBCore;

–– identifying strategies for PBCore sustainability.identifying strategies for PBCore sustainability.
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Part IPart I
Background:Background:

What, exactly, is metadata?What, exactly, is metadata?

8

What is metadata?What is metadata?

•• Metadata can be used to describe and identifyMetadata can be used to describe and identify
media items.media items.

•• A media item can be anything-- a book, aA media item can be anything-- a book, a
video or audio tape, an electronic video orvideo or audio tape, an electronic video or
audio file, a photograph, an electronic image, aaudio file, a photograph, an electronic image, a
Web site, etc.Web site, etc.
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This catalog card (circa 1989) containsThis catalog card (circa 1989) contains
metadata about a bookmetadata about a book

TITLE

CREATOR

10

This electronic record (circa 2006)This electronic record (circa 2006)
contains metadata about a videotapecontains metadata about a videotape
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How is metadata used?How is metadata used?

•• Metadata can be used to search for, orMetadata can be used to search for, or
locatelocate, a media item., a media item.

12

This card catalog (circa 1930)This card catalog (circa 1930)
is a metadata search toolis a metadata search tool
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This electronic search engine (circaThis electronic search engine (circa
2006) is a metadata search tool2006) is a metadata search tool

14

How is metadata used?How is metadata used?

•• Metadata uses Metadata uses elementselements to describe various to describe various
aspects of a media item. Examples of elementsaspects of a media item. Examples of elements
are:are:
–– creator (Welles, George Orson)creator (Welles, George Orson)
–– publisher (Secker and Warburg)publisher (Secker and Warburg)
–– title (title (Citizen KaneCitizen Kane))
–– formatPhysical (VHS, DVD-Video)formatPhysical (VHS, DVD-Video)

•• Individual elements form the completeIndividual elements form the complete
metadata element setmetadata element set..
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How is metadata used?How is metadata used?

•• The more metadata used to describe a mediaThe more metadata used to describe a media
item...item...
–– the more ways that item can be identified;the more ways that item can be identified;
–– the greater the chances of a successful search.the greater the chances of a successful search.

•• A media item described with too littleA media item described with too little
metadata may be difficult for a user to locate.metadata may be difficult for a user to locate.
–– For example, including the title in an electronicFor example, including the title in an electronic

record but neglecting to include the creator,record but neglecting to include the creator,
publisher or physical format.publisher or physical format.

16

When is metadata useful?When is metadata useful?

•• Sufficiency of metadataSufficiency of metadata
–– too much, too little, just right?too much, too little, just right?

•• Accuracy and quality of metadataAccuracy and quality of metadata
–– correct data entry; following guidelines andcorrect data entry; following guidelines and

standardsstandards
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PBCore Metadata PrimerPBCore Metadata Primer
http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org; click on ; click on ““User GuideUser Guide”” button button

18

Part IIPart II
What, exactly, is PBCore?What, exactly, is PBCore?
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What is PBCore?What is PBCore?

•• PBCore is a metadata PBCore is a metadata dictionarydictionary that can that can
describe many kinds of media items:  video ordescribe many kinds of media items:  video or
audio tapes and electronic files, text, PDFaudio tapes and electronic files, text, PDF
documents, electronic images, etc.documents, electronic images, etc.

•• PBCore can be used by anyone, not just publicPBCore can be used by anyone, not just public
broadcasters or television and radio stations.broadcasters or television and radio stations.

20

Why use PBCore?Why use PBCore?

•• Public broadcasters that use PBCore toPublic broadcasters that use PBCore to
describe their media items can...describe their media items can...
–– track them from creation to distribution totrack them from creation to distribution to

archiving;archiving;
–– more easily share them within an organization,more easily share them within an organization,

with other public broadcasters, and other contentwith other public broadcasters, and other content
and service partners.and service partners.

•• All public-broadcasting entities are encouragedAll public-broadcasting entities are encouraged
to implement PBCore.to implement PBCore.
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Why use PBCore?Why use PBCore?

•• The PBCore metadata dictionary is availableThe PBCore metadata dictionary is available
for free.for free.

•• Licensing information can be found at theLicensing information can be found at the
PBCore Web sitePBCore Web site ( (http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org;;
click on click on ““Licensing PBCoreLicensing PBCore”” button). button).

22

What is the PBCore vocabulary?What is the PBCore vocabulary?

•• PBCore v1.1PBCore v1.1 ( (http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org; click on ; click on ““UserUser
GuideGuide”” button) was published January 24, 2007 button) was published January 24, 2007

•• Version 1.1 of PBCore maintains Version 1.1 of PBCore maintains 53 elements53 elements
arranged in arranged in 15 containers15 containers and and  3 sub-containers3 sub-containers, all, all
organized under organized under 4 content classes4 content classes..
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What is the PBCore dictionary?What is the PBCore dictionary?

•• PBCore is made up of 53 elements, each describingPBCore is made up of 53 elements, each describing
a different aspect of a media item.a different aspect of a media item.

•• Three sample PBCore elements are:Three sample PBCore elements are:
1.1. titletitle:  the media item:  the media item’’s name;s name;
2.2. creatorcreator:  the person or organization:  the person or organization

responsible for creating the media item;responsible for creating the media item;
3.3. publisherpublisher: the person or organization: the person or organization

responsible for distributing the media item.responsible for distributing the media item.

24

What is the PBCore dictionary?What is the PBCore dictionary?

•• You can see the complete list of the 53You can see the complete list of the 53
PBCore elements at the PBCore elements at the PBCore DictionaryPBCore Dictionary
((http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org; click on ; click on ““UserUser
GuideGuide”” button). button).

•• You donYou don’’t need to use all 53 elements whent need to use all 53 elements when
describing a media item with PBCore.describing a media item with PBCore.
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What is the PBCore vocabulary?What is the PBCore vocabulary?
•• PBCore often uses a PBCore often uses a controlled vocabularycontrolled vocabulary to to

describe a media item.describe a media item.

•• A controlled vocabulary is a prescribed set of wordsA controlled vocabulary is a prescribed set of words
or phrases that may be used for description.or phrases that may be used for description.

•• Controlling the terms used, and how they areControlling the terms used, and how they are
presented, not only ensures consistent description ofpresented, not only ensures consistent description of
media items, it also improves the chances of amedia items, it also improves the chances of a
successful search.successful search.

26

What is the PBCore vocabulary?What is the PBCore vocabulary?

•• A A picklistpicklist, or drop-, or drop-
down menu, is andown menu, is an
example of a controlledexample of a controlled
vocabulary.  Here is avocabulary.  Here is a
picklist for the PBCorepicklist for the PBCore
element 05.01, element 05.01, genregenre..
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What is the PBCore vocabulary?What is the PBCore vocabulary?

•• PBCore also uses a PBCore also uses a structured syntaxstructured syntax..
•• A structured syntax follows specific rules ofA structured syntax follows specific rules of

punctuation, grammar or data entry in order topunctuation, grammar or data entry in order to
provide unambiguous descriptions.provide unambiguous descriptions.

•• For example...For example...
•• creator (element 15.01):  last name, first name middlecreator (element 15.01):  last name, first name middle

name (Welles, George Orson)name (Welles, George Orson)
•• title (element 02.01):  Citizen Kanetitle (element 02.01):  Citizen Kane
•• dateCreated (element 25.01):  YYYY-MM-DD (1941-dateCreated (element 25.01):  YYYY-MM-DD (1941-

05-01)05-01)

28

Can I see a PBCoreCan I see a PBCore
cataloging application?cataloging application?

•• CWIS (Collection Workflow Integration System) at Wisconsin PTVCWIS (Collection Workflow Integration System) at Wisconsin PTV
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Can I see a PBCoreCan I see a PBCore
cataloging application?cataloging application?

•• CWIS (Collection Workflow Integration System) at Wisconsin PTVCWIS (Collection Workflow Integration System) at Wisconsin PTV

30

Can I see a PBCoreCan I see a PBCore
cataloging application?cataloging application?

•• Media Exchange (NETA/UEN)  Media Exchange (NETA/UEN)  http://www.uen.org/media_exchangehttp://www.uen.org/media_exchange
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Can I see a PBCoreCan I see a PBCore
cataloging application?cataloging application?

•• Media Exchange (NETA/UEN)  Media Exchange (NETA/UEN)  http://www.uen.org/media_exchangehttp://www.uen.org/media_exchange
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Can I see a PBCoreCan I see a PBCore
cataloging application?cataloging application?

•• Media Exchange (NETA/UEN)  Media Exchange (NETA/UEN)  http://www.uen.org/media_exchangehttp://www.uen.org/media_exchange
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What is PBCore compliant?What is PBCore compliant?

•• When setting up a metadata structure, fWhen setting up a metadata structure, follow PBCoreollow PBCore
dictionary attributes and rules.dictionary attributes and rules.
–– Underlying elements have matching meanings, even if theirUnderlying elements have matching meanings, even if their

names vary.names vary.
–– Elements have matching data structuresElements have matching data structures

•• data typesdata types
•• range of valuesrange of values
•• known authoritiesknown authorities
•• matching vocabulary terms (picklists)matching vocabulary terms (picklists)
•• matching syntaxmatching syntax

–– If variances must be implemented, document them.If variances must be implemented, document them.
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Part IIIPart III
Summary and ResourcesSummary and Resources
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PBCore is...PBCore is...

•• a metadata dictionary used to describe many differenta metadata dictionary used to describe many different
types of media items;types of media items;

•• useful for locating, sharing and exchanging mediauseful for locating, sharing and exchanging media
items;items;

•• available for free to anyone, not just publicavailable for free to anyone, not just public
broadcasters.broadcasters.

•• Licensing information can be found at the Licensing information can be found at the PBCorePBCore
Web siteWeb site ( (http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org; click on ; click on ““LicensingLicensing
PBCorePBCore”” button). button).

36

PBCore lPBCore listseistservrv

•• Be part of a community of practice where PBCoreBe part of a community of practice where PBCore
adopters share information and resourcesadopters share information and resources

•• To To join :join :
–– Go to the Go to the PBCore Web sitePBCore Web site ( (http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org) and) and

click on the click on the ““Join ListservJoin Listserv”” button. button.
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Upcoming PBCore training sessionsUpcoming PBCore training sessions

•• PBCore 101:PBCore 101:
An OverviewAn Overview

•• PBCore 102:PBCore 102:
The ElementsThe Elements

•• The PBCoreThe PBCore
XML SchemaXML Schema

•• Cataloging ToolsCataloging Tools
for PBCorefor PBCore

38

ResourcesResources
GeneralGeneral
•• PBCore.orgPBCore.org ( (http://www.pbcore.org/http://www.pbcore.org/))
•• The The PBCore listservPBCore listserv ( (http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org))
•• The The PBCore projectPBCore project at NCAM at NCAM

((http://ncam.wgbh.org/pbcorehttp://ncam.wgbh.org/pbcore))
•• The The PBCore XML SchemaPBCore XML Schema (draft; (draft;

http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org; click on ; click on ““ResourcesResources
and Linksand Links”” button) button)
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ResourcesResources

MetadataMetadata
•• PBCore metadata resourcesPBCore metadata resources ( (http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org;;

click on click on ““Resources and LinksResources and Links”” button) button)
•• "The Case for Shared Metadata Standards""The Case for Shared Metadata Standards"

((http://www.current.org/tech/tech0209metadata.htmlhttp://www.current.org/tech/tech0209metadata.html))
•• A Primer for Understanding PBCoreA Primer for Understanding PBCore
•• PBCore updatePBCore update ( (http://www.pbcore.orghttp://www.pbcore.org; click on; click on

““User GuideUser Guide”” button) button)
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ResourcesResources

Metadata search toolsMetadata search tools
•• Wisconsin Public TVWisconsin Public TV’’s s Media Library OnlineMedia Library Online

((http://wptmedialibrary.wpt.org/http://wptmedialibrary.wpt.org/), a PBCore), a PBCore
implementation through implementation through CWISCWIS
((http://scout.wisc.edu/Projects/CWIS/http://scout.wisc.edu/Projects/CWIS/))

•• NETA/Utah Education Network Media ExchangeNETA/Utah Education Network Media Exchange
http://www.uen.org/media_exchangehttp://www.uen.org/media_exchange

•• RELOADRELOAD ( (http://www.reload.ac.uk/http://www.reload.ac.uk/))
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Contact informationContact information

Marcia BrooksMarcia Brooks
Project Director, PBCore ProjectProject Director, PBCore Project

marcia_brooks@wgbh.orgmarcia_brooks@wgbh.org
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